Dear passengers,

In order to reduce the risk of infection between all persons in the aviation security checkpoint, we kindly ask you to observe the following rules:

- Please wear a face mask
- Keep a distance of two arm lengths from other persons.
- Prepare for security control!
  - Please bring only one piece of cabin baggage for inspection!
  - Check in all other pieces of baggage and all liquids over 100 ml!
  - Store all the contents of your pockets, your mobile phone and your wristwatch in your cabin baggage or your jacket!
  - Take larger electronic items (laptops, tablets, medical devices) and the one litre bag out of your cabin baggage before checking!
- Please only enter the checkpoint when requested and pay attention to the instructions of the security staff!
- Place the following items in the baggage trays:
  - Bag / trolley
  - Larger electronic items (laptops, tablets, medical devices)
  - One-litre bag
  - Outerwear (jackets, coats, etc.)
  - Shoes
- After passing through passenger screening, you will be asked to continue to an assigned place. The screener will pat down you from side or behind.
- Please put your luggage trays back yourself!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR UNDERSTANDING. STAY HEALTHY!